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Organizations recognize that observability is too broad to be managed by a single
solution and instead adopt a hybrid approach using composable dashboards built upon
best-of-breed telemetric data sources.
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Introduction: The Proliferation of New
Applications
Today's millennial and Gen Z populations have never known life
without the internet or smartphone apps. Now, because of the recent
pandemic, virtually every consumer age group demands uninterrupted
digital experiences.
This demand for digital experiences has driven the adoption of
3rd Platform technologies (cloud, social, big data, and mobile) and
the use of agile development practices, automation, and DevOps.
To meet this demand, organizations will need to accelerate the pace of
application delivery. IDC predicts that by 2023, 40% of organizations
will release code to production daily for select applications. Modern
end users continue to expect more from their applications and will not
tolerate slow or error-prone experiences. The expectation for a
high service level means that even a few seconds of latency or downtime
can have a significant business impact on the providers delivering
these applications.

AT A GLANCE
KEY TAKEAWAYS
» Modern cloud-native application
architectures and demands have created
challenges not handled by conventional
monitoring.
» Observability works at scale and extracts
key signals from a patchwork of telemetry,
making modern applications observable.
» As organizations mature, they need to
take a more composable approach toward
observability that may not be managed by
a single platform.

Adding to this complexity is the growing adoption of modern distributed application architectures. Figure 1 reveals that
cloud-native application development is becoming more mainstream with a growth trajectory of more integrated and
governed initiatives across organizations.
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FIGURE 1: The Growing Adoption of Cloud-Native Applications
Q What best describes/will describe the scale at which your organization does (or plans to do)
cloud-native application development (2020/2022)?
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While cloud-native application architectures are transforming the way applications are built, deployed, and managed,
they have also created more challenges for the teams that are responsible for maintaining them. According to IDC's
U.S. DevOps Survey, 30% of DevOps teams indicated that operations and observability is one of their biggest cloud-native
adoption challenges, and another 44% indicated that monitoring and performance management is their biggest
technology bottleneck. With fleeting ephemeral microservices, problems arise in production and then quickly disappear,
making it difficult to assemble diagnostics and troubleshoot.
Many of these cloud-native services are communicating with back-end monolithic systems of record (SORs). Using APIs,
message buses, and shared databases, these modern microservices may communicate with critical business systems that
could be running on hypervisors, SaaS, bare metal, an edge location, or even a back-end mainframe SOR.
These distributed systems converged with legacy applications cannot be effectively monitored by traditional methods.
Conventional monitoring tools are designed to anticipate predictable resource failures (e.g., CPU, memory) and events
(e.g., alerts, SNMP traps) on perpetual workload environments with a team of IT operators in a network operations
center (NOC) watching a wall of monitors and investigating failures.
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Full-Stack Observability
This tectonic shift in application architecture and complexity along with end-user demand for persistent digital
experiences has brought about the need for full-stack observability. Full-stack observability (e.g., front-end and back-end
processing) provides end-to-end visibility into the health of an application and enables a shift from reactive monitoring to
proactive observability — and resilient operations.
The shift to new application architectures and greater complexity has led to a litany of new observability platforms
entering the marketplace attempting to provide a single source of truth across complex heterogeneous application
landscapes. Each platform claims to provide everything that organizations need to monitor their applications but may not
provide best-of-breed capabilities across the board. Further, most organizations are already invested in multiple
monitoring tools for different domains and technologies. These organizations cannot pragmatically replace their existing
monitoring tools with a single proprietary platform — instead, a more hybrid approach is required.

Benefits
Observability Versus Monitoring
Conventional monitoring allows organizations to watch and understand the state of their systems using a predefined set
of metrics and logs allowing the detection of a known set of failure patterns. Monitoring is important for investigating
trends and understanding how applications are performing. Most of the established application monitoring solutions
predate cloud-native architectures and were initially designed to examine traditional monolithic applications. The
problem that arises when using these conventional solutions to monitor multilayered distributed applications is that
production failures are inherently complex, and consequently, it is challenging to isolate and forecast failures.
Cloud-native application stacks are distributed across services and tiers, are dynamic due to the ephemeral nature of the
workloads, and have multiple cross-service dependencies. Even a brief period of poor performance or downtime can elicit a
significant business impact. Access to comprehensive full-stack observability for modern applications can help DevOps and
site reliability engineering (SRE) teams proactively identify bottlenecks and swiftly act to correct the root cause.
Observability is often expressed as metrics, logs, and traces, but there is more to it, and the underpinnings go back to the
engineering principles of control theory, where the measure of the internal state of a system can be observed using its
external outputs as leading indicators. Modern cloud-native application stacks are complex because they are distributed,
rely on ephemeral instances, and often have multiple dependent layers. This results in multiple failure points during the
life cycle of a single transaction.
These new application architectures produce an abundance of heterogeneous telemetric data that can be collected using
a blend of sources such as monitoring (e.g., Prometheus), JMX, SNMP (e.g., BMC Helix, IBM Tivoli), profiling, distributed
tracing, daemons (e.g., StatsD, fluentd), databases (e.g., MongoDB, Redis), end-user analytics, health and system logs,
APM (e.g., synthetic, real-user monitoring), or even domain- or business-specific metrics (e.g., revenue, bounce rates).
With all this data, extracting important information from the excess of data is an impossible human task, and traditional
monitoring is incapable of handling this degree of multiplicity.
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Observability does data collection at scale and extracts the key signals from the patchwork of data streams making
modern application stacks observable. This provides DevOps and SRE teams with the needed full-stack observability and
diagnostics to effectively resolve capricious application issues quickly without wasting valuable time manually combing
through logs and traces.
Platform Versus Composable Dashboards
IDC has seen several new innovative observability platforms provided by software vendors in the IT operations
management and cloud platform domains. All these platforms have strengths and offer the appeal of simplifying
observability via tool minimization. For organizations just starting their observability journey, a platform can jump-start
the process and help them acclimate to observability faster.
As organizations seek to attain higher levels of observability, they often discover that a platform will typically be stronger in
some areas of observability and lacking in others. For example, a platform might not provide comprehensive data collection
and analysis across all the disparate data sources of the application stack. Some organizations find that they still need to rely
upon their existing monitoring tools to fill data gaps or they might end up paying for capabilities in the platform that they do
not want. In the longer term, an organization that relies on a single vendor platform for observability may be limited to the
capabilities of the selected platform and dependent on the platform vendor for new capabilities and data sources.
Organizations begin to recognize that they need to take a more composable approach toward full-stack observability that
may not be solely managed by a single platform. Frequently, an observability platform will be an important building block
of the overall solution, but the larger observability data landscape can be too broad to be captured by a single solution.
Consequently, organizations must be able to adapt their approach to observability to account for the diverse collection of
metrics, logs, and traces needed to observe modern application architectures.

Considerations
Assess What Works Best for Your Organization
Most enterprise organizations have accumulated multiple monitoring and debugging tools and need to first take stock of
what they already have in place. Oftentimes, you can still leverage many of the investments you have made in
monitoring to ingest and store observability signals and incrementally fill gaps using open source (e.g., Prometheus,
Jaeger) or other commercial solutions. The key is to ensure full fidelity data instead of rolled-up aggregates and averages.
This enables you to decipher the unknowns by slicing and dicing high fidelity data that can enable an understanding of
what happened and why in the best possible detail.
The actual assortment of observability solutions you need will largely depend upon what you already have, the
architecture of your application, and any special data requirements you might have, such as custom application metrics
or complementary business metrics. To simplify this cacophony of data and help separate the signals from the noise,
some organizations are using a common dashboard front end to pull everything together in a single user interface.
Optimally, the front end should be both data source and vendor agnostic with the ability to collect and consolidate data
coming from metrics, logs, and traces in real time while offering analytics and interactive visualization.
Some organizations have turned to open source dashboarding solutions that are not tied to any proprietary technology
stack. An open source observability dashboard is vendor neutral and offers benefits such as community-supported
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innovation and content. Further, open source can provide more flexibility in the diverse types of sources you can tap into
with the option to contribute or work with the community to add any missing sources or capabilities. However,
open source tools can become labor intensive when implemented at scale and mandate some level of engagement with
the community on the part of users. Depending upon your usage and tolerance for maintenance, you may want to
consider an open source solution that offers some level of commercial support and investigate what other commercial
features can simplify and extend the value of the technology you are already using.

Key Trends
Demand for Observability Is on the Rise
As the observability market and technology continue to evolve, we are seeing deeper
utilization of observability tools by DevOps teams. This is particularly prevalent with
regard to release engineering patterns with the continuous delivery of new changes
into production and progressive delivery techniques such as A/B testing and feature
flags. Also, the learnings from observing applications are being used to inform DevOps
feedback loops to ensure continuous improvements.
The increased adoption of modern platforms and architectures such as microservices,
service meshes, serverless, and edge computing will only heighten the importance of
observability. Each platform provides new telemetric data sources that need to be
processed to sift out and isolate the important application signals from the noise. This
data-rich environment is pushing more observability tools toward using machine
learning and advanced analytics to manage these data streams in real time.

Today's organizations
are faced with the
multifaceted
conundrum of
increasing numbers of
complex distributed
applications and more
frequent updates to
applications used by
modern end users.

Increasingly, we are seeing organizations incorporate custom business metrics as part of their overall observability
strategies. Custom metrics might include measuring revenue, tracking the cost of abandonment, or tracking the cost of
errors and failures during an application outage. This helps DevOps and SRE teams understand the real dollar value and
impact of production failures to help prioritize efforts and proactively work to make the application and the production
environment more resilient.

Conclusion
Today's organizations are faced with the multifaceted conundrum of increasing numbers of complex distributed
applications and more frequent updates to applications used by modern end users. These users have no tolerance for
slow or error-prone experiences where even a few seconds of latency or downtime can result in a significant business
impact. Traditional monitoring tools and NOCs are incapable of providing the needed insights for DevOps and SRE teams,
making observability a must-have rather than just a nice-to-have technology.
While we have seen several new innovative observability platforms enter the marketplace, the complexity of full-stack
observability often requires a more heterogeneous approach. As organizations seek higher levels of observability
maturity, they often discover that a platform will typically be stronger in some areas of observability and lacking in others.
IDC recommends that these organizations weigh the benefits of a single observability platform against composable
dashboards collecting data from best-of-breed telemetric data sources.
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR
About Grafana Labs
Grafana Labs is the company behind the open source projects Grafana, Grafana Loki and Grafana Tempo. We support
organizations' observability goals by extending the open source capabilities with enhanced security, horizontal scaling,
management, reporting, expert support and more with the Grafana Enterprise Stack. The Grafana Enterprise Stack is
available in the cloud of self-hosted. All users are entitled to a robust, free Grafana Cloud tier including Grafana
dashboards, 50gb of logs, and 10K series Prometheus/Graphite metrics.
Learn More about the Grafana Enterprise Stack
www.grafana.com
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